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From the Chief Diversity Officer
Thank you for your interest in inclusive excellence at Georgia College. The Framework highlights the
extraordinary work of individuals, departments and programs that make diversity and inclusion an
important value of their work.  In addition, it emphasizes the great work of extraordinary faculty, who
through their work, have been making excellence inclusive on our campus. This is the first of many
publications that showcase how we prepare our students for leadership and citizenship, in a very
complex and diverse society.  Georgia College students have unique learning experiences that are
designed to promote intellectual and personal development and social responsibility.  The learning
opportunities presented allow for our students to experience both domestic and global diversity, through
the engagement of both local and global communities, an essential value of a liberal arts education. 

The Framework aims to feature efforts that are foundational in building a liberal arts learning
experience of national prominence. In addition, it showcases exceptional learning opportunities that
make excellence inclusive through integrative learning, intellectual and ethical growth, and community
and civic engagement. We look forward to highlighting future success in the area of inclusive excellence
at Georgia College.

Sincerely,

Veronica L. Womack
Chief Diversity Officer
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DIVERSITY ACTION PLAN LEADS THE WAY TO

TRANSFORMATION
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In 2014, Georgia College entered its first year of the Diversity Action Plan, a five-year
strategy to address specific goals that will promote equity, diversity and inclusion within
the university.  

“The Diversity Action Plan is very important to the current and future success of
Georgia College.  Future demographic projections of our society reveal an increasingly
diverse population,” said Dr. Veronica Womack, chief diversity officer. “Institutions of
higher education must address this issue using planned and deliberate measures and the
Georgia College Diversity Action Plan attempts to do just that.” 

The Diversity Action Plan consists of four goals: ensure access and success for a more
diverse student population at the university; offer students opportunities to engage in
diverse course offerings; provide a supporting and welcoming work and learning
environment; and ensure faculty and staff recruitment processes are inclusive through a
streamlined recruitment approach. As part of these goals, each unit of the university has
developed Diversity Leadership Teams that will alter practices within their own offices
and departments.  

“To successfully promote diversity and inclusion, efforts must engage a broad spectrum
of people in the work,” said Womack. “The Diversity Leadership Teams will become
increasingly important in providing information to their respective units and building
inclusive excellence throughout the campus. 

In addition to the Diversity Leadership Teams, a Student Advisory
Diversity Leadership Team was also created. Former chair of the team
and alumni Juawn Jackson chairs the team and says getting student
input is integral to creating a more inclusive college campus.  

"I think that it's very important to get student input when assessing
how to best create a diverse campus, because we, as campus leaders,
are at the frontline. We take classes with one another, attend events,

are part of the same organizations, etc.,” said Jackson. “It's important that we listen to the
assessment of others also at the frontline to better understand the current campus
climate, allowing us to see how we can best move forward to become a more inclusive,
diverse institution." 

As part of the first-year initiatives, the university has created the Office of Inclusive
Excellence; hosted a series of Transformative Talks centered around inclusive
excellence; organized 33 majority minority fairs; conducted a comprehensive audit of
diverse course offerings; and launched the Civility Project, which addresses topics of
difference with in the workplace.  

With the recent creation of the Office of Inclusive Excellence, also comes with it the
unveiling of The Framework, a newsletter highlighting the best examples of what it
means to be a truly inclusive campus community. Moving forward, the Diversity Action
Plan will enter into its second year of implementation, bringing with it a new year of
developing accountability measures to ensure diversity initiatives are effective, an
assessment of underrepresented student success, a mid-plan climate assessment, an
underrepresented faculty and staff mentoring program, and a university-wide inclusive
excellence award 

“I am very excited about the foundation that the DAP is building at Georgia College.  I
believe our institution is in a very good position to make needed changes.  Georgia
College has been proactive under Dr. Dorman’s leadership in addressing diversity and
inclusion long before the national issues on campuses around the country received media
attention,” said Womack. “I hope that we will have a future where inclusive excellence is
achieved with GC recognized as a premiere academic institution nationally and is
reflective of the nation and state’s population.” 
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ART AS SOCIAL CHANGE:
E X P E R I E N C E S  O F  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  

Art brings campus, community together

Art. It can conjure a variety of emotions, provide a
connection with the past or even bring new perspective
to current thought processes. Art can also be used as a
social change agent, an idea that Georgia College
students are working with the community to develop.  

Dr. Sandra Godwin, associate professor
of sociology, and Valerie Aranda,
professor of art, developed a course that
brought together students of art and
sociology to create a piece of artwork for
social change.  

“Our goal with the course was to use art
to empower the community,” said
Aranda. “We worked with the residents
of the Harrisburg community in
Milledgeville to develop a mural for the
Collins P. Lee Center where they hold
various public events, meetings and after
school programs.” 

The Theatre for Social Change program
echoes themes of diversity within all its
programming. What began as a
collaboration between the School of
Nursing, GC Early College and the
Macon Teen Scene—has now become a
platform to engage campus and
community on issues facing today’s
society.  

“While the collaboration really began
with Nursing and Theatre, we have also
worked with the Art Department on
many projects to create social change in
the community,” said Dr. Karen Berman,
chair of the Department of Theatre and
Dance.  

One of the projects the two departments have
collaborated on was a Holocaust exhibit of famous
diplomats who helped save Jews during World War II.  

“Theatre and Art have collaborated together on bringing
in artists such as Jose Torres Tama who involved our
students in performance art that spoke to the
immigration issue,” said Berman. 

Berman says having students participate in theatre
allows them to take away meaningful experiences.  

“This program is important because the social and
health issue plays leave options for teens and college
students to solve in order to develop critical thinking and
leadership skills,” said Berman. “The interaction builds
community, builds an understanding of diversity, and
fosters an important dialogue on bullying, teen suicide,
family violence and other issues.” 

She also says that theatre has a unique ability to engage
students in topics that has the potential to make them
better citizens. 

“Theatre explores societal issues and opens up a
dialogue with audiences to think about important
questions in our society,” said Berman. “Learning
empathy for diversity is one of the most important
contributions the theatre program can make on campus
and for the community.   

Like Berman, Godwin says the idea of getting students
within the community results in a shared experience.  

“We hope that this experience transformed the students
and the community based on that collaboration,” said
Godwin. “We want everyone to see that Georgia College
or any other university doesn’t have a monopoly on
knowledge, and by working together, we can create
strong partnerships that are mutually beneficial.” 

Dr. Sandra Godwin

Valerie Aranda

Dr. Karen Berman



MAKING
STRIDES IN
DIVERSITY 
through art,
philosophy 
and liberal studies

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
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Dr. Sunita Manian, chair of the
Department of Philosophy and
Liberal Studies, knows how to build

a program that focuses on diversity. In fact,
she actively pursues it through faculty
recruitment and public lecture
programming, all with the intent on
providing students with diverse
perspectives. 

“Our recent recruitment in African-
American Philosophy was with the aim of
not only increasing the diversity of our
curriculum, but in order to attract African-
American and Latino students and mentor
them into a career in philosophy, which is a
discipline that tends to be dominated by
white males,” said Manian. 

The Department of Philosophy and Liberal
Studies consists of faculty who are 44
percent non-Caucasian. Faculty are
recruited intentionally to provide a diverse
and global learning experience for the
students.  

The department activities all provide an
arena to explore global perspectives and
increase awareness of diversity. Public
lectures are part of that equation for the
program. In fall 2015, the program hosted
Dr. Louis Ruprecht, author of “Policing the
State: Democratic Reflections on Power
Gone Awry,” who discussed the issue of
death among people of color by police.  

“The topics discussed in our public
lecturers—whether it relates to the Black
Lives Matter movement, racism against
Latinos or the refugees crisis in the Middle
East and North Africa—are matters of great
urgency to all members of the community,”
said Manian. “Our programs are intended
to raise awareness and help people engage
in knowledgeable discourse about the issues
facing us locally and globally.”  

Professor and Program Coordinator Dr.
Beauty Bragg says the Africana Studies
minor, a program in the department, makes
strides at promoting diversity at Georgia
College.   

“The Africana Studies program does quite a
bit to encourage diversity at Georgia
College. In terms of curriculum, Africana
Studies courses deepen and complicate
students' engagement with traditional
disciplines by asking helping them to
identify the work and perspectives of
members of the African Diaspora within
their fields,” said Bragg. “In terms of
programming, Africana Studies organizes
lectures on wide-ranging topics from
politics and economic development to art



and literature in the diaspora, as well as topical
events such as the recent series ‘Black Bodies and
the Law.’”  

Bragg also says programs like Africana Studies are
important, giving students a foundation to build
upon during their experiences at Georgia College.  

“Programs like this one are important because
they provide students with the historical context
for understanding the origins of contemporary
social realities.  They gain a sense of the agency
and resistance displayed by Africans and African
descended people that challenges some of the
perceptions of these groups as social problems
which they have encountered in various media
representations and many of their educational
experiences,” said Bragg. “Students have
communicated to me that they feel they gain a
much better understanding of themselves as global
citizens as a result of their experiences in Africana
Studies courses.” 
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Sunita Manian

Beauty Bragg
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Eustace Palmer  

Once the youngest Sierra Leonean to ever obtain a
doctorate degree, Dr. Eustace Palmer has now become
a staple of the Department of English and Rhetoric for
22 years. 

“As a teacher, my greatest concern has always been to
enable my students to achieve the best that they can
possibly be,” said Palmer. “In teaching literature, I see
myself as leading the intelligent discussion of the
authors and the texts and getting the students to see that
by applying certain principles they themselves could
derive meanings from the texts and see the significance

of the works for their own lives and experience.” 

One of Palmer’s main areas of specialization is 18th
century literature, but Palmer also concentrates on
criticism of African literature. His his first book “An
Introduction to the African Novel” has become
somewhat of a classic since it’s release in 1972.  

“There were very few Sierra Leonean professors at the
time, and they lived with their British counterparts on a
hill overlooking the city and were regarded as very
learned,” said Palmer. “My parents wanted me to go in
for medicine, but I stuck to my dream and, as they say,
the rest is history.” 

Transformative Faculty

Dana Wood and Ashley Taylor 

Dr. Dana Wood, Assistant Professor in the Department
of Psychology, and Dr. Ashley Taylor, Assistant
professor in the Department of Psychology, have
collaborated on research that are created from the
Social Context and Youth Development Labs. Their goal
is to explore how experiences within families, schools
and neighborhoods are related to social, psychological
and education-related outcomes among adolescents and
emerging adults. 

“In our current research program, we work together
with our students to examine how an individual’s social
identity (or identities) impact how that individual is
perceived by others in society.  Otherwise stated, we
study social stereotypes about marginalized groups,
including racial/ethnic minorities, sexual minorities,
the poor and people with disabilities,” said Taylor and
Wood. “By engaging the research process, students
participating in our lab are developing the skills they

need to be able to evaluate important social issues and
their own ideas about the world from an informed,
critical perspective.  We feel this process is central to
Georgia College’s liberal arts mission of creating
actively engaged and informed community leaders. 

Although the data collection for many of their projects
is still early, their goals are central to finding out more
about social identities and psychological outcomes. 

“Our students continue to generate creative and
insightful projects that we hope will significantly
contribute to our knowledge about relationships
between social identities and psychological outcomes.
A number of our current projects focus on ways that an
individual’s social identities (e.g., their race, gender,
sexual orientation and/or social class) might influence
our attitudes and beliefs about them. Data collection for
these projects is still ongoing, so it is a little early to tell
whether the results will surprise us.” 

Claudia Yaghoobi  

Dr. Claudia Yaghoobi was born and raised in Tehran,
where she was a first generation college student. After
earning her bachelors and masters in Iran, she
decided to go into education.  

“My education and personal background have
prepared me with the knowledge of diversity, minority
populations, and the ability to work with individuals
from underrepresented communities,” said Yaghoobi.  

As assistant professor of International Literature in
the Department of English and Rhetoric, Yaghoobi’s
own research focuses on her own identity as a
Persian-Armenian woman in Western society.  

“I was frustrated with Western misperceptions
of Middle Eastern culture particularly about women.
I did not see myself as a victim; I rather viewed myself
as an autonomous woman who had managed to be an
active agent of her life and future,” said Yaghoobi.
“This thought-provoking moment led me to think
more deeply about my home country and Western
perceptions about it. I took it on myself to deconstruct
these misrepresentations through my research and
teaching. Hence, my research and teaching agenda
take root in my enthusiasm to encourage students to
think critically across cultures and disciplines.”  

Yaghoobi uses literature as a way to show students
socio-cultural and literary backgrounds of
underrepresented cultures—in hopes of helping
generations transcend dichotomies and biases.
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S T R E E T S  O F

EUROPE 
Sixteen undergraduate students visited Europe for
almost a month, where they studied art and
history at the very sites where they exist. 

The students and Drs. Stephen and Elissa
Auerbach spent time in the Netherlands and Paris,
France touring museums, historical sites,
churches and more. 

“We teach exclusively on-site at museums,
churches, on walking tours and other historical
locations in the Netherlands and Paris,” said
Elissa, associate professor of art. 

She and her husband Stephen, professor of
history, taught two courses during the trip, The
Art of the Netherlands and France in Context and
The History of the Netherlands and France, 1500-
present. 

“We are experts in Dutch and French art history,
culture and history, and do all the teaching
ourselves. Our philosophy about teaching abroad is
that students ought to be fully immersed in the
place where they are learning as much as
possible,” said Elissa. “We want our students to
experience the sites, people, food, culture and
traditions of the places we’ll visit. Teaching in a
classroom environment pales in comparison to
using the cities as a teaching tool.” 

For sophomore Elizabeth Van Womack, this gave
her and her classmates a unique experience as
they learn in a different way than they would on
campus. 

"I think during this experience I learned is
different because it's essentially total immersion,”
said Womack. “While the class itself focuses on art
and history, I think being in the actual cities and
being able to walk around is more educational
than just sitting in a classroom and being lectured
to or reading about the topics.” 

Stephen Auerbach Elissa Auerbach

G L O B A L  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S
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C U L T U R E  O F

PERU 
Several Georgia College students took their
learning this summer to South America to
discover the mathematics of one of the once most
powerful civilizations on earth. 

A group of three students and Dr. Ryan Brown,
associate professor of mathematics, traveled to
Peru as they study pre-Columbian Andean
culture, explore Cuzco, the capital of the Incan
Empire and visit Machu Picchu examining the
architecture, engineering and geometry high in
the Andes Mountains. 

The trip allows students to examine engineering,
astronomy, architecture, textiles, record keeping
devices and the political economy of the people of
Peru. 

“All of the course work we do for this GC2Y
course is done on-site, not in a classroom,” said
Brown. “We experienced learning opportunities at
museums, ancient ruins, archeological sites and
more. This really allowed the students not only to
see the concepts we are discussing, but also gain a
deeper understanding of the Peruvian culture.” 

For sophomore Alice Jacques, this was an
opportunity of a lifetime. 

“What really interested me in this study abroad
was the opportunity to explore ancient
mathematics entwined in seemingly disparate
Inca and Andean culture,” said Jacques. “Reading
about their geometric mastery and scientific
innovation is one thing, but seeing these ideas as
physical objects gives one an incredibly different
perspective.” 

The physics major, with a concentration in
astronomy, prepared by taking a Spanish course
during the Maymester. 

“This experience allowed me to integrate
disparate cultures with my own and aid in my
development of a more globally appreciative
human being. I then hope to share the knowledge
I am exposed to with others in the future,” said
Jacques. “I was most excited about visiting Machu
Picchu, but also the chance I got to study the Incan
Empire's discoveries relating to the planets and
stars and how these discoveries can be observed
through their culture is very intriguing.” Dr. Ryan Brown

G L O B A L  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S



COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

SUCCESS THROUGH 
TRANSFORMATIONAL

LEARNING:
MYB program and business law and ethics
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The Minority Youth and Business (MYB)
Program is sponsored by the Georgia
College J. Whitney Bunting College of

Business Center for Economic Education and the
Office of Inclusive Excellence and first debuted in
1985. Next year the MYB Program, formerly the
Black Youth & Business Program, will celebrate its
30th anniversary. 

“The program introduces students to the basics of
starting their own business,” said Dr. John
Swinton, professor of economics and director of the
Center for Economic Education. “It helps them see
why a college education is an important part of
their entrepreneurial dreams.” 

Students in the MYB Program experience college
life by living in residence halls and attending
classes taught by faculty, staff and student
volunteers.  

“Not only do they learn the nuts and bolts of putting
together a business plan but they also get to spend a
week on the Georgia College campus,” said
Swinton. “They experience first-hand the rigors of
college life as they sleep in the dorms, eat in the
cafeteria, show up for classes and put in the work to
prepare their business plan presentations.” 

These presentations include students
creating a business plan to launch a new,
unique business. 

“We developed the V-sleeve, which is a reusable
heating and cooling system,” said Khadijah Evans,
a rising junior from East Dublin High School. “We
made this because we all play sports and wanted to
make something like Icy-Hot that you could use
over and over again. Our product is battery
operated so it does that.”  

The four-person group presented their product to a
panel of judges in a process similar to the
show “Shark Tank,” where the student
groups tried their hand at convincing a panel of
potential investors. 

“They told us our project was really good,” said
rising junior Dexter Harden, Baldwin High. “This
program is really great because you learn so much
about how to be a business person and
entrepreneur.” 

Other students agree their participation in MYB
has helped lay a foundation for their future. 

The College of Business also offers courses that
prepare students for a diverse society through a
focus on business and ethics. Matt Roessing,
assistant professor in the College of Business,
teaches these courses at the graduate and
undergraduate level. 
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“Our law and ethics courses prepare students for a global, pluralistic business
environment.  Whether founding a small enterprise in their hometown, or
serving as CEOs of multinational corporations, our students will face a diverse
workforce, a global supply chain and omnipresent media scrutiny,” said
Roessing. “We ensure they can deal with the challenges of modern business and
take advantage of the great opportunities in a diverse and inclusive working
environment.” 

In the courses, Roessing says students get practice applying legal and ethical
principles to a variety of real-world business scenarios. Students also are aided
by lawyers, legislators and local business managers that offer perspectives on
their course content.  

“Along with their ethical responsibilities, our students must know and comply
with an ever-shifting network of federal, state and local laws.  Ignorance of the
law is no excuse, and a deep understanding of business regulations can be the
difference between success and failure,” said Roessing. “We make sure our
students know the current laws that affect their businesses, but also understand
how laws are created, modified and interpreted, so that they can keep up with
their legal responsibilities throughout their business career.” 

Still, Roessing says the goal of business and ethics courses run parallel with that
of a liberal arts education.  

“We teach students to apply principles of business ethics and analyze the effects
of their business practices on a diverse range of stakeholders,” said Roessing.
“But most importantly, we practice the critical analysis and civic engagement
skills that are central to a liberal arts education.” 

John Swinton

Matt Roessing
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Transformative Faculty

David McIntyre  
Dr. David McIntyre’s passion for teaching began during his undergraduate studies at the University of Georgia.  

“As an undecided business undergraduate student completing the standard business core, my accounting classes
stood out to me,” said McIntyre, a Cairo, Georgia native. “I liked the organization of the discipline, I liked the
ability to really get to understand a business by understanding its financial information.” 

McIntyre began at Georgia College in 2010 and teaches graduate and undergraduate accounting courses.  

“I have been teaching full-time at colleges and universities since 2001, so I came to Georgia College with a great
deal of teaching experience and success at my previous institutions,” said McIntyre. “I think Georgia College's
focus on providing a quality experience in the classroom for our students provides an appropriate match for me.
I love the thought that I'm preparing my business students to enter the accounting field successfully.”  McIntyre
is also instrumental in diversity efforts at Georgia College and works with the African American Male Initiative
(AAMI) by meeting with the group regularly and mentoring them on important life skills such as sound
personal financial management. 

Mchenna Yakhou 
Inspired after being deprived of an early education due to growing up in Algeria during the Algerian War of
Independence, Dr. Mchenna Yakhou knew he wanted to become an educator to make a difference in the world. 

Yakhou joined Georgia College in 1994 and has a background of teaching managerial accounting, cost
accounting, controllership and international accounting. His research focuses between the link between
sustainability, strategy and management control, cost management systems design and implementation and
higher education.  

Professor Yakhou has been  a very successful faculty member at Georgia college and has been recognized for
excellence in teaching and research.  Yakhou was the recipient of the Georgia College Excellence in
Research/Publications Award in 2006 and 2008. In 2007, he was  featured in "Who's Who Among America's
Teachers." This award is given to the top five percent of the nation's educators annually. Educators are
nominated by former students who have been recognized in "The National Dean's List." Each student is asked to
choose one teacher "from your entire academic experience who made a difference in your life by helping to
shape your values, inspiring interest in a particular subject and/or challenging you to strive for excellence."  This
award speaks to Dr. Yakhou's commitment to excellence in teaching and making an impact on his students. 



COLLABORATION AND
TRANSFORMATION:

THE CALL ME MISTER PROGRAM AND THE ANNUAL DIVERSITY CONFERENCE 
Two programs encouraging diversity in the 

College of Education through student collaboration, exploration. 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
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Sophomore Jaleel Jones grew up knowing he
wanted to pursue education. 

“I’ve always been drawn to the mentor relationship
of teaching,” said Jones, an Irwinton, Georgia
native. “I’ve have mentors throughout high school,
and it makes the difference having someone that is
just like you and has been through the same things
you’re going through.” 

Jones is just one of four freshman who are the first
students in the Call Me MISTER (Mentors
Instructing Students Toward Effective Role models)
program at Georgia College. The new program
aims to increase the pool of available teachers from
a broader and more diverse background. Program
Director Emmanuel Little says the program is
integral to the changing world of education. 

“Education is perhaps the most powerful and
transformative tool that we have at our disposal,”
said Director Emmanuel Little. “I can still
remember the impact that certain teachers had not
only upon my retention of the subject matter being
taught, but also on my entire worldview.
Unfortunately, there are very few instances where I
had an instructor who resembled me. The goal of
Call Me MISTER is to change that.” 

Jones, a son of a teacher who spent 34 years in the
classroom, knows he has the ability to change lives
just like she did. 

“I grew up seeing the impact she had on so many
people’s lives,” said Jones. “And she always made
sure I understood that it’s not enough to just live a
life and be successful—but to pass that success to
others. That’s what I try to live by in her memory." 

As part of the program, Jones and three other
students in the program will participate in a cohort
system of peer mentors, have mentorship through
the Student Oriented Activities and Resources
program and African-American Male Initiative
program and will receive academic coaching that
will encourage success.  The GC Call Me Mister
program is the only program in the state of Georgia. 

A partnership between Fort Valley State University
(FVSU) and Georgia College is also encouraging
success through the Annual Middle Georgia
Diversity in Education Conference. Associate
Professor Dr. Nicole DeClouette says giving
students opportunities for dialogue, collaboration
and exploration is key when it comes to diversity.  

“The conference provides for our students the
opportunity to work with students from FVSU as
they collaborate in the planning and executing of
the conference. GC students visit the FVSU campus
and FVSU students visit the GC campus. Faculty
from both colleges collaborate in conference
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planning as well,” said DeClouette. “Our hope is that this experience enriches
students' liberal arts education and helps them to become teachers who are
more responsive to the diversity of their students. 

Every year’s conference has a different theme. Some from the past include
“Beyond Checking the Box: Change in Place, Space, and Practice” and
“Elephants in the Room: Diversity and Privilege in Education.” 

In the past, conferences include breakout sessions, poster sessions, roundtable
discussions and speakers. Speakers for previous conferences have included
Abraham Deng, one of the lost boys of Sudan, and Dr. Thomas M. Phillips, from
the University of California, Los Angeles. Graduate School of Education. 

For more information on the Call Me MISTER Program, visit
gcsu.edu/education/call-me-mister. For more information on the Annual Middle
Georgia Diversity in Education Conference, visit diversityconference.gcsu.edu.

Emmanuel Little

Dr. Nicole DeClouette
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According to Dr. Chesley Mercado,
Music Therapy Department Chair and
Graduate Coordinator and Professor of

Music Therapy, The Creative Arts Therapies
are naturally diverse. Intentional effort for
diversity is not an issue because individual
preferences determine inclusiveness. There are
no right or wrong answers in the arts and
anything a person creates is uniquely his or
hers own and is beautiful.  

The arts, used in conjunction with a trained therapist, opens the
door for developing relationships and a common bond forms as
people experience the arts together. Individual therapeutic
needs are met in a non-threatening environment which fosters
acceptance.  

The GC Department of Creative Arts Therapies honors and
respects diversity while the primary focus is creating art, music,
or dance. The students in our Bachelor of Music Therapy, Master
of Music Therapy, Master of Arts in Art Therapy and Minor in
Creative Arts Therapies learn theoretical foundations in the
classroom while applying them in practical settings in the
community.  

One community partner we are proud of is the Life Enrichment

Center (LEC) in Milledgeville, Georgia, according to Dr.
Mercado. This partnership is a day program for adults with
developmental disabilities. Every week day students and artists
from the LEC create music and art together on the GC campus.
Students and artists are equal members of the groups. People
who are different ages, races and abilities develop friendships,
become aware that each individual has creative potential, and
understand that everyone can make contributions.  Our motto is
we are more alike than different.  

That can also be the motto of all of the Creative Arts Therapies.
We are all uniquely different and celebrate those differences as
we experience our commonalities through the arts.  You may
see the posters around campus designed by Art Therapy
students. They demonstrate through these posters that diversity
is beautiful and can be united in one image.  

It is the program’s hope that students embrace this philosophy as
they leave GC and join their communities as professionals and
leaders. They can make a difference and make change a reality.  

Chesley Mercado

Diversity in the 
Creative Arts 
Therapies: 
M O R E  A L I K E  T H A N  D I F F E R E N T  

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES



Belize is a country in Central America with a population of
more than 340,000. It also has the 89th highest ranked
infant mortality rate in the world, less than one physician
per 1,000 people and is rated the 15th highest in the world
based on the adult prevalence of obesity, according to the
Central Intellegence Agency’s World Factbook. Now,
through a study abroad experience, a group of Georgia
College students tried to change those statistics. 

Eighteen students traveled from Milledgeville to San Ignacio, Belize to help
educate on health care. 

“I had always hoped to study abroad and this opportunity was the perfect fit
for what I want to do after college,” said Heather Prochaska, senior exercise
science major and health education minor. “Everything we’ve learned up to
this point in our classes has given us the knowledge to prepare to serve the
people there.” 

The group, which consisted of students from the health sciences majors,
worked with different partners throughout their time in Belize. They also
volunteered at a hospital and orphanage, hosted a health fair marketplace,
gave occupational and physical therapy sessions to the elderly, and ran a
coaching clinic— all to encourage better health for the native people. 

“I was really excited about the health care marketplace because it will be so
hands on,” said Claire Williams, sophomore pre-nursing major. “We did
blood pressure screenings, glucose tests and much more. We also made the
pamphlets to handout and will collected data from the patients we see to
find out if we are impacting the overall health of the people there since
Georgia College groups go each year.” 

The course Exploring Health Perspectives integrates concepts from various
interdisciplinary fields including sociology, history, international relations,
government, politics, cultural studies and ethics through a health science
perspective. The students participate in service projects in conjunction with
Sacred Heart Junior College and various other health-related organizations.
They also visited a wide range of Belizean historical, archaeological, health
and cultural sites. 

“It was a humbling experience that helped us better appreciate the medical
care and technology we have here in the U.S.,” said Prochaska. “I hope to
bring my knowledge and understanding of health care to those less
fortunate to be able to improve their overall health.”
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